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Summary   This paper describes the programmable sampling format telemetry system to
be used by the near-earth Small Astronomy Satellite-C (SAS-C) and possible future SAS
missions. The concept of the programmable sampling format is introduced and the features
of the system are illustrated by an example. The SAS-C telemetry system is described at
the block diagram level and redundancy of the system is discussed briefly.

Introduction   In the past, the SAS series (ref. 1) had a minor frame format which was
fixed and “hardwired” into the spacecraft before launch. This left little flexibility for the
experimenter, since it was not possible to change the minor frame format if a better one
was determined in orbit.

As can be imagined, a programmable sampling format telemetry system allows extreme
flexibility. The experimenter is able to select, after launch, the desired order and frequency
with which he samples any given data source. Furthermore, if a data source should
malfunction in orbit it is possible to eliminate the sampling of that particular data source
from the format. This is accomplished by changing the sampling format program stored in
the variable format generator. This action has the effect of maximizing the useful
experimental data returned from orbit.

The reader might feel that changing formats so frequently would have an adverse effect on
the ground decommutation of data. However, APL has developed a “software compiler”
which allows the decommutation program to be changed automatically by recognizing the
format presently being transmitted.

Concept of a Programmable Sampling Format   There are two basic approaches to a
flexible format telemetry system: adaptive and programmable.

In the adaptive telemetry system, the data is examined by the system. The telemetered data
is then adjusted in real time by some algorithm in the telemetry system. This type of



system has the advantage of maximizing the amount of useable data returned while
requiring a minimum of intervention from the ground.

In the programmable telemetry system, which was chosen for SAS, the data is examined
on the ground by the experimenter. The telemetered data is then adjusted, as required, by
sending up a new format from the ground. The advantages of a programmable format
telemetry system are that it is relatively easy to conceive and build, because of present
integrated circuit technology; the complexity can remain on the ground because the
spacecraft is in view of a ground station most of the time, thereby allowing the format to
be changed at will; and it allows variation in the format from one spacecraft to another.

Of course, the above discussion ignores some of the practical aspects associated with
recovering telemetered data such as the difficulty of data decommutation if the format is
changed on an orbit-by-orbit basis and also the fact that there exists more than one satellite
using a given ground station. However, these difficulties are overcome by simply limiting
the number of format changes.

The concept of a programmable sampling format is best explained by using the simplified
block diagram of Figure 1. As in any satellite, the data to be telemetered is in two forms,
analog and digital. The problem is to build a system which will allow sampling the data in
any order by changing a “program” in the variable storage. Of prime importance is the fact
that the device must be simple. Further, to assure that the in-flight operation is essentially
undisturbed, it should not be possible to alter the contents of the storage except by ground
command.

Since it is not known in advance in what order the digital inputs to the multiplexer are to
be sampled, the “switch” shown in the multiplexer of Figure 1 has the capability of being
set to any of the 64 input positions by the format generator.

Furthermore, since it is not known what length each of the multiplexer digital inputs will
be, provision is made to accept data from each input in the following increments: 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, 24, 28 or 32 bits, i.e., the “switch” will dwell at any position for any of these
different increments.

The reader will notice the input to the format generator labeled “sense lines” in the
diagram of Figure 1. There are four such sense lines. They are used as interrupts and are
assigned priority by the manner in which they are sampled in a format program. It is also
possible to ignore the sense lines by simply not sampling them.

The SAS programmable sampling format telemetry system has only five operation codes
and does not have the capability of modifying program steps unless specifically changed



by ground command. The operation codes which give the SAS telemetry system its
flexibility are given in Table 1, along with a brief description of their use.

Perhaps the easiest way to understand the SAS programmable sampling format telemetry
system is to illustrate the features by writing a sampling format program.

As an example, let us assume the desired format for our telemetry system to be as shown
in Figure 4. The reader will observe certain standard items such as frame synchronization,
frame counter, error coding (Parity 1), etc., as well as those items allocated solely for the
experimenter data. The reader will observe that 22 samples (0-21) comprise the minor
frame. These samples vary in length from 8 bits per sample to 32 bits per sample. Because
some samples require more than one operation to complete, we will discover that our
sampling format program will be considerably longer than 22 steps.

The sampling format program shown in Table 2 has been written so that it will be easily
understood by reading the comments written beside each program step. (For the purpose of
illustration our starting point has been chosen as location 21.)

One feature which may not be apparent is the manner in which Format No. 3 (Telemetry
Verify) was written. The interested reader will confirm that the telemetry verify format
contains a 24-bit frame synchronization code, an 8-bit format number and thirty-two 24-bit
verification words. As will be observed, use is made of the repeat operation code, RPT, to
generate the minor frame without using a large number of program steps. As written, this
program took 10 steps. If it had been written without the repeat operation code, it would
have taken 37 program steps.

Description of the System   The SAS-C telemetry system (ref. 2) shown in Figure 2 is a
PCM/PM system with the capability of “in-flight” reprogramming of the sampling format.
It is capable of modulating a VHF transmitter operating at 136 MHz and/or an S-Band
transmitter operating at 2250 MHz. The PCM information transmitted is the standard
NASA split phase waveform, suitably filtered to meet the radio frequency transmission
requirements of reference 3. Deviation is 65 degrees peak.

The VHF premodulation filter is a 5 pole linear phase filter, with a -3 db point (sinewave
input) at 30 kHz and the S-Band premodulation filter is a 5 pole linear phase filter with a
-3 db point (sinewave input) at 200 kHz.

The VHF antenna is a turnstile (crossed dipoles) mounted on the end of one of the
spacecraft solar panels. The S-Band antenna is formed from two resonant quadrafilar
helices, mounted on two of the remaining solar panels.



As will be noted from Figure 2, data storage for this telemetry system is provided by two
endless loop tape recorders which will be furnished by NASA/GSFC to the Applied
Physics Laboratory. The tape recorders operate with a 20:1 playback-to-record ratio. This
in turn requires the VHF and S-Band transmitters to have two output power levels, since
the spacecraft can not indefinitely support the high power load required by the transmitters
when the system is in the playback mode.

To allow for modest capability the SAS-C telemetry system multiplexer and encoder will
accept 64 serial digital inputs coded as NRZ-C.

The SAS-C telemetry system provides two 16 channel digital subcomutators and three 64
channel analog subcommutators which are hardware subcommutators. (Although SAS-C
will have only three 64 channel analog subcommutators, it will be possible to increase this
number to eight 64 channel analog subcommutators if the need should ever arise on other
SAS.) In addition to the hardware subcommutators, it is also possible to subcommutate up
to 16 of the digital inputs to the multiplexer or 16 of the inputs to the analog
subcommutators by using a “software” subcommutation subroutine stored in the variable
storage. This feature of the telemetry system is explained in Table 1 and Table 2.

The reader will observe that Figure 2 includes one block labeled variable format generator
and one block labeled fixed format generator. The primary reason for the variable format
generator is, of course, to give the SAS-C telemetry system the capability of varying the
minor frame format. There are three secondary reasons for having a variable format
generator and a fixed format generator. a) The variable storage may inadvertently lose
information if power is lost. If this happens, it is desirable to have an operating system
without re-programming so that telemetry data is available when power is restored. b)
While reloading the variable storage, it is desirable to have telemetered data. c) Having
two independent storage media allows for a backup mode should one of the units fail.

The variable format generator storage is an 8192 bit random-access core memory (RAM)
developed by APL. The fixed format generator storage is an 8192 bit read-only memory
which is formed by 16 Harris Semiconductor HPROM-0512 read-only memory (ROM)
integrated circuits. Each storage memory is divided into two pages. Operation of each
format generator is limited to one page of storage at a time; hence, the operating size of
each page of the fixed and variable storage is 256 program steps of 16 bits, or 4096 bits.

The timing source of the telemetry system is an ultra stable crystal controlled oscillator
employing a 5.025 MHz crystal. The oscillator is initially set to within ±2 parts in 107 and
is stable to 1 part in 1010 per orbit over a temperature range of + 30EF to + 120EF. The
oscillator contains completely redundant crystals and their associated circuitry buried in
the center of the package. Very accurate temperature control is provided by completely



redundant proportional controlled heaters. In addition to providing the reference frequency
for the TLM and experiment control electronics, other reference signals are derived for use
by the momentum wheel speed monitor, the momentum wheel drive motor, and the tape
recorder drive motors.

The time code generator is used to relate spacecraft time to ground time. It is a twenty-four
stage binary counter. The contents are stored at the start of every major frame (256 minor
frames). It has a resolution of 2 seconds per bit, and therefore has the capability of a non-
repeating readout for approximately one year.

The Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) uses the dual slope integration technique to
convert an analog input to an 8 bit binary output.

Using appropriate signals from the format generator, the multiplexer accepts all the various
digital telemetry data and combines them serially. To provide a waveform free from
switching transients, the multiplexed data is routed to the encoder. The encoder then
converts the NRZ-C waveform to split phase coded data. The encoder has four isolated
outputs, one for each of the premodulation filters and one for each tape recorder.

When a ground station receives the telemetry data it is possible to detect certain errors
introduced by the transmission link or the station’s receiving equipment. This is
accomplished by utilizing the error coding data, the result of a parity check counter in the
telemetry system. The transmitted code word is a check on the complete preceeding minor
frame. The code allows detection of all odd number of errors, i.e., 1,3,5,7... In addition to
this property, the code will detect all burst error patterns of length # 8, 99.2% of the burst
error patterns of length 9, and 99.6% of all the burst error patterns of length $ 10. It should
be noted that the error coding is performed in such a manner that the telemetered data can
be recovered without performing the error check on the ground. For a more comprehensive
description of error coding, the interested reader is directed to reference 4.

Command Requirements   The command requirements of the telemetry system are
shown in Table 3. These commands are, in general, relay commands and are used to
switch power and signals to various parts of the telemetry system. In addition to these
commands, the telemetry system.requires two typos of “data command” service.

The short “data command” is a service whereby 24 data bits are serially shifted to the
telemetry system format generator from the spacecraft command system. This service is
used for loading single locations in the variable format generator.

The second “data command” service is termed the “long load” service. In this mode, an
even number of 24-bit words are serially shifted to the format generator. (NASA Data



Systems standards (ref. 3) require the total number of bits sent to be a multiple of 48, but
less than 4096 bits.) This service provides the capability of quickly loading one-half the
variable storage in 48 seconds, at a 64 b/s bit rate.

The telemetry system modes of operation which are possible will not be discussed in
detail, but may be inferred from the command requirements listing of Table 3. The reader
is referred to Figure 5 for the operating modes of the telemetry system which deal only
with the format generators.

Redundancy   Since the primary concern of an experimental satellite is the return of the
experimental data, certain parts of the SAS telemetry system have been made redundant,
as shown in Figure 3. The power converter, timing circuitry, multiplexer and encoder and
the tape recorder are made redundant by providing the variable format generator and the
fixed -format generator. The RF link redundancy is provided by the VHF transmitter and
the S-Band transmitter.

Because the housekeeping information (digital and analog) is not necessary for mission
success, the circuitry associated with this information is not redundant.
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Fig. 1  TELEMETRY SYSTEM, SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM



Fig. 2  SAS-C TELEMETRY SYSTEM SIGNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM



Fig. 3  TELEMETRY SYSTEM REDUNDANCY

Fig. 4



Fig. 5  SAS-C TELEMETRY SYSTEM OPERATING MODE DEFINITION



TABLE 1
SAS-C Telemetry System Operation Codes



TABLE 2
SAS-C SAMPLING FORMAT PROGRAM EXAMPLE



TABLE 2
SAS-C SAMPLING FORMAT PROGRAM EXAMPLE



TABLE 3
COMMAND REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SAS-C TLM SYSTEM


